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AArrttiiccllee  ffoorr  CChhuurrcchh  CChhaatt  

 
 

 

 

Where have all the young men (or any age for that matter!) gone…..? 

 

There are plenty of men within our towns and villages, but what is noticeable is how few of 

them attend church.  Sadly, this is a fact that is prevalent up and down the country. So what 

is the reason and can we make a difference? 

 

Here at Churches Together in Sudbury & District, some of the men have come together to 

address just this point, aware that in another generation’s time this trend may not easily be 

reversed.  Working alongside a national body, entitled Christian Vision for Men (CVM) 

whose aim is “to equip the Church to introduce every man to Jesus Christ”, the group, set up 

about two years ago under the title Men In Christ, are keen to see men attracted to church, 

and in the words of the national group CVM, “getting them gripped and excited by their faith 

and equipped to live the adventure.” This is not a sexist group of guys but men from all walks of 

life who recognise the importance of men being able to get together and talk about “all 

things men”.  When our football team loses, our horse falls at the first hurdle, we’ve been 

made redundant or run out of cash for a pint down the pub, then what’s left?  The group 

provides a solution, helping men come together to talk about their difficulties in a safe and 

non-judgemental environment.  Some guys say a lot, some not so much – the important 

thing is that we are together, sharing and caring. Big issues are dealt with as well as small. If 

some attend church already, then great - but it’s not a prerequisite.  They aim to show that 

being a Christian is a bigger adventure than all those other things that let people down. 

 

This is an excellent opportunity to talk about what this Christianity ‘thing’ is all about over a 

pint or a pizza!  It’s not all about chatting and eating, as next year a weekend away in June is 

planned which will be held at a farm near Swindon; this is an event entitled ‘The Gathering’ 

which is being organised by Christian Vision for Men where delegates can take part in 50-a 

side football carnage or a Sumo wrestling challenge or even have a go at scaling a high sided 

wall – a real action packed time can be expected here!  Men will be asked to take their 

tents, food and BBQs and then it’s a matter of settling down for a weekend of fellowship 
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with the opportunity to listen to key speakers who will provide some challenging thoughts 

and ideas. 

 

When I recently met the organisers of Men In 

Christ, I was impressed by their passion and 

dedication plus the support they provide each 

other; the men who have been coming along are 

from a diverse range of backgrounds.  Some 

have just started to attend church, finding their 

faith for the first time, some are returning after 

a time away, others are Christian guys who just 

want to be involved.   

 

Especially at this time of year, it’s important to 

get Christ back into Christmas, and clearly a start 

has been made - it can only be for the better all 

round!  On a final note, we are fortunate here in 

Sudbury to have so many churches of different denominations and styles of worship that 

men can attend, all waiting with a warm welcome! 

 

For further information about the Group please call Peter on 01787 466180 or email: 

psebbage@btinternet.com 

Website for Christian Vision for Men: www.cvmen.org.uk 

 

 

Lynda Sebbage 

 

 

 

 

 


